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I am Mary Roberts (Padmavati). Discovering a different path at the age of 61, after a lifetime of
traditional living was completely unextpected. My rather ordinary life journey became an unlikely
adventure. My story began with a typical treadmill of life in our Western culture. School, then
career path, then marriage and children. Yet, I couldn't help but feel that something indefinable
was missing. I began my exploration of the ancient sciences of Yoga and Ayurveda which led me
to a week-long Ayurveda conference at the Sivananda Ashram Yoga Retreat in the Bahamas.
Somehow I created the proposal and presented it to KP Khalsa, renowned herbalist and
Ayurveda specialist and co-author of this book. Together, we wanted to find out what was
possible. This book takes you on the year-long journey with before and after photos, actual
journal entries, milestone reports and final results. I'd be honored to share my story with you. -
Mary Roberts, Author
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Singh KhalsaLiving Ayurveda and using Ayurvedic herbalism can keep you well. With this
knowledge, you can achieve balanced health, a priceless gift. Imagine a time in the near future
when you’re free from sickness, when you haven’t been bothered by even a painful joint or
uncomfortable bloating for a long, long time. That future can become your reality.I’ve seen
thousands of patients regain vibrant health, and for my entire adult life I’ve been involved in the
revolution that is transforming the health care system in America. Ayurveda and yoga play a big
part in that. I am sure you, like other Americans, want to know what you can do to protect
yourself from the degeneration, aging and daily irritations that undermine the quality of our
lives.If you have relied on conventional treatments and they are failing you, learn yoga and
incorporate Ayurveda in your life, starting today. In this book, you will read about the success
story of an admittedly typical American woman who did just that. Committing to the historically
potent herbal traditions of India, fused with a modern slant, she found transformation. This could
be you. I hope you take to heart what she says about her experience. Admittedly, she spent the
year in a concentrated yoga and Ayurveda environment, but there is so much you could do in
your own kitchen.As an Ayurvedic doctor, herbalist, nutritionist, yoga teacher and educator, I
have been making Ayurvedic approaches palatable to the modern mind for almost fifty years. I
have seen people like you reap extraordinary benefits and reprieve from a vast range of health
concerns by making these principles part of their lives. For the first thirty-two years of my career,



I was the apprentice of an Ayurvedic master, Yogi Bhajan. Not a day goes by that I do not thank
him and this outstanding legacy for allowing me to witness the transformations I have seen and
been privileged to be a part of. Most important, I have raised 3 children in Ayurvedic style, and
lived to tell about it.Ayurveda is the ultimate self-care system, especially when it is fused with
yoga. Natural healing is all about prevention, and the techniques of Ayurvedic self-care are
geared toward bringing you back into balance quickly and effectively, so that you don’t have
continued symptoms. Ayurveda has a different vision of the healthy human. Think not just the
gradually failing, getting through the day human, but a vibrant being with energy to excel. You’ll
see that in detail in this book when you read Mary‘s (Padmavati’s) story.You’ve noticed that there
are myriad natural healing theories and methods. And that they all seem to conflict with each
other. How could they all be right? They can and they are. But no one regime works for everyone.
Individualization is the key. We are born into different bodies, each with a different heritage, and
we have all lived different lives. Ayurveda has worked out the idea that people are different and
need to be treated differently. And it has worked out techniques to do just that. It is a coherent,
cohesive theory that gives us a measuring tool that people can master and apply. It explains the
reason some people get better on one diet and others tolerate different foods. The overarching
concept of energy balance is the glue that holds all the techniques together. In this book, you will
see that Ayurveda is systematic, organized, and straightforward to learn. We will put it in
perspective. The wealth of information in this book makes sense. We hope it inspires you to
action.INTRODUCTIONWhat’s a woman like me doing in an ashram?In 2015, I began the
unlikely adventure of living an Ayurvedic-Yogic lifestyle for one year at the Sivananda Ashram
Yoga Retreat in the Bahamas. The aim was to discover “what is possible?” physically, mentally,
and spiritually when a typical Western lifestyle is traded for a traditional Eastern lifestyle.I was
honored and fortunate to be guided by Karta Purkh Singh Khalsa, an Ayurvedic Doctor who is
one of the foremost natural healing experts in North America and has been practicing Ayurvedic
medicine for more than 40 years.I was also blessed to do this study at the beautiful Sivananda
Ashram Yoga Retreat in the Bahamas. The spiritually and energetically supportive environment
provided an ideal, controlled setting to discover, “What is Possible?”.Banyan Botanicals, a
provider of certified organic Ayurvedic herbs, agreed to provide the herbs and supplements
prescribed by KP Khalsa with which to start my journey. They continued to support the study for
the second half of the year by substantially discounting the cost of my herbs and supplements.I
am grateful for the support of KP Khalsa, Sivananda Ashram Yoga Retreat and Banyan
Botanicals. Each graciously agreed to support me in this yearlong project without requiring or
requesting any commercial endorsement.To readers who are skeptical that a lifestyle change
can result in improved health, be assured that the clinical results and my personal experiences
are presented as accurately as possible. I immersed myself in daily living at the Ashram devoting
many hours to the study and practice of Sivananda yoga and Ayurvedic principles. I completed
yoga teacher training and additional course work to enhance my understanding of Ayurveda.It is
my hope that from my stories and the results of the study, that you may find inspiration and hope



for your own life.I truly believe that having the physical ease of movement and strength to live
your joy and your purpose is not just for someone else, it is for everyone.It all began in 2014 at
an Ayurveda workshop led by James Tennant at the Tejas Yoga Studio in the South Loop
neighborhood of Chicago. I had never heard of ‘Ayurveda’ before, yet was very intrigued. Later,
when I had the opportunity to visit an Ashram in the Bahamas as a vacationer while at the same
time attending the annual Ayurveda conference held there, I didn’t hesitate. But more on this
later.At the time, I had no idea what an Ashram was. The Sivananda Ashram website described
it as, “a spiritual learning center, where students and practitioners go to study, practice, and live
in a devotional community.” To me, it sounded much like a monastery found in Western cultures.
However, the website photos of yoga classes held on the amazing beach, and lush greenery
and flowers were nothing like my idea of a monastery. Upon arrival I was delighted to find the
ashram to be as beautiful as the photos. I learned that it was not made up of just a couple of
temples on the grounds of a secular yoga retreat. The ashram was the entire five-and-a-half
acres.Quite unexpectedly, this one week vacation turned into a year-long study that is the basis
of this book. Not in my wildest imagination would I have dreamed up the adventure I am about to
share with you.Why was this adventure unlikely?I am a mainstream Midwestern woman with
Eastern European roots. My children are happily married and starting their own families. I
cherish my roles as Mom and Grammy and welcome any time I get to spend with my children
and grandchildren.I was living in a beautiful condominium building in the upscale Prairie
Historical District in downtown Chicago. I had wonderful family and great friends in the area. I
was plugged into an amazing local yoga community and great organizations like Landmark,
Rotary One Cosmopolitan, the United Nations Association, and Seagull Institute. I enjoyed yoga,
walks on the lakefront, dinner and drinks with friends, professional meetings, dancing and
partying until all hours. Having my own business gave me the flexibility of working from home
and setting my own schedule. Whether in my role as mother, employee or entrepreneur, I set
high standards for myself and give 100%. The ‘work hard and play hard’ image of an ambitious
urban professional woman aptly describes how I lived my life. I had freedom, independence and
a fluid schedule. It was a lifestyle I enjoyed immensely.As was typical of suburban families in the
1950’s and 1960’s, I was raised on an abundance of meat and highly processed convenience
foods. Since my teen years, I was a yo-yo dieter. I adored ice cream, candy, pizza, chili cheese
fries, hot dogs, nachos, and plenty of meat and seafood, along with red wine, margaritas, and
chocolate martinis. But soon I’d feel lousy and the pounds would creep on. I’ve tried most fad
diets, only to slip back into eating all those high calorie foods again. Even as I eventually
eliminated the ice cream, chili cheese fries and dairy products in order to be ‘healthier’ and
control weight, my daily eating habits included skipping meals regularly and eating all the day’s
calories in one meal which was usually dinner.I also experienced sleeping problems. On a
typical day, I would stay up late, often past midnight, and then struggle to fall asleep. The quality
of my sleep was poor and fitful, and I would wake up in the morning just as tired as when I went
to bed. My coffee, the stronger the better, served as my wake-me-up energy drink of choice. As



many people I knew had similar sleeping and coffee habits, these issues seemed quite normal.
Coffee in particular, seemed to me to be a necessity of life.Unlike Liz in Elizabeth Gilbert’s book
and subsequent movie “Eat, Pray, Love” I was not going through any existential crisis. I had not
become a puddle on the floor, sobbing incessantly and crying out “What Should I Do, God?”.
There was no voice from within telling me to withdraw from life. Yet, I was continually seeking
answers about a higher purpose and the meaning of life. I wanted to know what more I was
destined to do in this lifetime.Yoga and Ayurveda sparked an intense interest that I needed to
follow. It was like that intuitive pull I get when I meander into a bookstore or library. Thousands of
books and dozens of topics can be unappealing to me and not merit a look, while one or two
sections draw me in. I investigate each a bit until one or two books pull me in so intensely that
there isn’t really any decision to be made. I need to read those books. This journey was like that.
Yoga and Ayurveda would not be ignored. I had to learn more and see where they took me.Then
I arrived at the Ashram where no caffeine, meat, seafood, eggs, or alcohol are allowed. The
lacto-vegetarian diet that is served is designed to promote good health, harmony, balance, and
calm. It is a very different approach to food and eating than the “eat for fuel and for fun“ style that
I was accustomed to. Also, I’d be living in a tent hut and using communal bathroom facilities,
making my multiple routine bathroom trips quite the challenge. When I wrote my BestYOU blog
entry about ‘the leap’ shortly before the adventure all began, it read:“This leap I was about to
take, felt similar to when I was a young girl, all smiles inside and heart completely open to
whatever this new journey would bring my way.Any of my fears and nervousness had to do with
being able to juggle all the balls of a move out of the country - lots of loose ends to deal with and
many logistics with my housing situation and my belongings and selling furniture and address
changes etc.The actual leaping to Sivananda Ashram Yoga Retreat and the year of living an
Ayurvedic - Yogic lifestyle - while not at all a logical decision, I was truly excited about the
discoveries that lay ahead.”Being part of a study really intrigued me, and I was open to this new
challenge. Throughout the book, you will find my journal entries to be in italics with the dates
noted. I journaled daily during the year at the ashram. The entries are not polished and edited,
as this book is about sharing my journey with you. Please excuse the occasional misuse of
words and less than perfect grammar. Raw and real, I’ve learned, are important. They point us in
an inward direction.As I write and share my very personal stories with you, know that my heart is
wide open and full. I feel honored and privileged that you are spending your precious time in
reading this book. I deeply hope that you will find it to be of benefit to you. Thank you for joining
me on this journey.Namaste,MaryWHAT IS ANAYURVEDIC-YOGIC LIFESTYLE?When diet is
wrong, medicine is of no use.When diet is right, medicine is of no need.Ayurvedic ProverbYoga
is the journey of the self, through the self, to the self.The Bhagavad GitaI’ve studied Ayurveda by
listening to and reading the experts over the past couple of years. I am a relative newcomer to
the study of this vast science, but here’s what I’ve learned:“Ayurveda means the ‘Science of
Life’ (“Ayur”= life, “Veda”= science or knowledge). It is the traditional medicine of India and the
oldest system of health care in the world. Ayurveda is concerned with both preventative and



curative medicine. According to the College of Ayurveda in California website, “it is at least a
5,000 year old system of Natural Healing, and perhaps as old as 10,000 years. During India’s
time of foreign occupation, Ayurveda was suppressed.”More recently, both in native India and
throughout the world, Ayurveda has been enjoying a major resurgence. Tibetan medicine and
Traditional Chinese Medicine have their roots in Ayurveda, while early Greek medicine
embraced many concepts originally described in the classical Ayurvedic medical texts that date
back thousands of years.And despite its beginnings in these ancient times, Ayurveda is one of
the most advanced herbal sciences in the world. It is a system that provides guidelines on ideal
daily and seasonal routines, diet, behavior and the proper use of our senses in order to achieve
perfect balance, and therefore health, in body and mind. Everything from types of food, colors,
aromas, sounds, meditation and even touch are used to create this state of harmony.In
Ayurveda, there are five elements noted as being in all living things. Ether, air, fire, water and
earth are the building blocks of life. These elements unify us, and the three doshas, or
fundamental energies that are composed of the five elements, determine our physical and
mental characteristics that make each of us unique, depending on the proportion of the dosha
expressions.Each person has a basic body type, like a blueprint of our physical and mental
characteristics that can be broadly classified based on three doshas, called Vata (air), Pitta (fire)
and Kapha (earth) in Sanskrit. (For those new to Yoga, Sanskrit is one of the oldest, if not the
oldest language known. In India and Southeast Asia, Sanskrit is much like Latin and Greek in the
Western World. It is a language still used for religious ceremonies, and it is the language of
Yoga).A quick introduction of Vata, Pitta and Kapha follows, as I’ll explain the doshas in more
detail later on in the book.Vata types have more of the air and ether elements, with their qualities
of dryness, coolness, roughness, and mobility. They tend to be on the thinner side, are more
delicate, and can never seem to get warm. They are creative and can be a bit spacey at times,
while being picky eaters and quite sociable.Pitta types, made up of more fire and water, are
consequently heated and intense - hot, sharp, quick, and light. They have a large appetite - they
literally burn food quicker than other types - and can easily tend toward extreme
behaviors.Kapha types have more of the earth and water elements, with qualities of heaviness,
dampness, coolness, and smoothness. They are nurturing and work at a steady pace. They
enjoy more sedentary activities and are content with low levels of activity - as a consequence,
they sometimes also have difficulty maintaining their weight.Something I personally like about
Ayurveda is the focus on the individual, noting that each person is unique with a distinct path for
optimal health. It is not a ‘one-size fits all’ solution to physical and mental health issues, nor is it a
‘take a pill - quick-fix’ lifestyle. The Western approach of ‘one pill’ for all headaches or ‘take this
drug’ for depression determines the treatment based on the specific ailment, not based on the
specific individual. Drug makers create meds that are for the mass population, whereas in
Ayurveda, any treatments that are prescribed focus on bringing balance to an individual
person.When the body and mind are in harmony, normal physiology is maintained or restored
and healing, if needed, is able to take place naturally. Nature creates the meds, as all naturally



grown food has medicinal qualities. The goal of Ayurveda is a balance and integration between
the environment, body, mind and spirit.It’s worth noting that all the Ayurveda experts at the
conferences I attended at the Ashram in January 2015 and 2016 were adamant that, if you get
into an accident or break your arm, Western medicine and surgical procedures are absolutely
the way to go. However, once you’ve been stitched up, an Ayurvedic approach to restoring
balance and harmony in the body, mind and spirit will be the most powerful aid to
healing.Healing with Ayurveda also incorporates Yoga, and living a Yogic lifestyle includes
adhering to the principles of Ayurveda. The two sciences are part of a singular system that leads
to health, well being and balance.Yoga is defined as the union of the mind, body, and spirit with
the Divine.Swami Vishnudevananda, a direct disciple of Swami Sivananda (the master yogi and
saint that the Sivananda Ashram Yoga Retreat was named for), developed a simple approach to
classical yoga, specifically for those of us he was called to teach in the West. Sivananda Yoga is
a synthesis of the ancient wisdom of Yoga in five basic principles, which can easily be
incorporated into everyone’s own pattern of life. He states in his book, titled The Complete
Illustrated Book of Yoga, that, “It (Yoga) shows the way to perfect Health, perfect mind control,
and perfect peace with one’s Self, the world, nature, and God.”The Five Points of Yoga taught by
Swami Vishnudevananda are as follows:Proper Exercise (Asanas) – Asanas are Yoga poses
that help develop a strong, healthy body and mind by enhancing flexibility, especially of the
spine and improving circulation.Proper Breathing (Pranayama) – Deep, conscious breathing
connects the body to its battery, the Solar Plexus, where tremendous potential energy is stored,
thus reducing stress and many diseases.Proper Relaxation – Relaxing helps cool down and
recharge the body, keeping it from going into overload mode and easing worry and
fatigue.Proper Diet – Eating simple, pure, natural vegetarian foods that are easy to digest and
assimilate and have a positive effect on the mind and body, as well as limiting the impact on the
environment and other living beings.Positive Thinking and Meditation – These conscious
controls of the mind are the true keys to achieving peace of mind and eliminating negativity in
our lives.My year of living at the Ashram would focus on adhering to the principles of both the
sciences of Ayurveda and Yoga. I was a true novice and would be learning these principles as I
went along. I had no idea what was in store for me. I just knew that it felt like a good and healthy
path, and I was willing to be open to whatever showed up and to experience it as best I
could.What is Possible? was the basic question I focused on throughout the yearlong study. That
question often helped me persevere when I wanted to give up. I couldn’t pick and choose
whatever I felt like doing, or give any less than my best effort, if I really wanted to find out “What
is Possible?”. I had chosen the lifestyle to explore, the environment to conduct the study and the
experts to guide me.Staying true to the study of an Ayurvedic-Yogic lifestyle, and whatever that
meant, was my goal.NOTHING HAPPENSBY CHANCEEvolve. Expand. Grow.Man is not a
creature of circumstances.His thoughts are the architects of his circumstances.Swami
SivanandaOn December 14, 2014, an email from a dear friend started a chain reaction that led
to an experience that seemed inconceivable for me at that time.The summary of the message - I



know you are interested in a yoga retreat. Have you heard of this place? I’ve been there.After
checking out the website and noting that there was an intensive one-month teacher certification
training program, I was definitely interested in finding out more. I’d been considering yoga
teacher training for nearly a year, and on that very morning, I had filled out the application for the
program from my local yoga studio. Previously, I had hesitated to sign up for the local training
because of the yearlong commitment of Saturdays required to complete the course. I finally
decided to go for it and planned to turn in my paperwork the next day. Surprisingly, the cost of
the immersion program in the Bahamas, including food and accommodations, was the same as
the cost of the teacher training program at my local studio back home.Pure Chance?As I
browsed through the Sivananda Ashram website, I was almost giddy with excitement and filled
with a sense of possibility. As well as the yoga teacher training immersion, they offered an
Ayurveda Conference in January, and the opportunity for yoga vacation programs. It was a
dream come true for me - and all in the Bahamas!I recalled that I hadn’t yet used the generous
birthday gift given to me by my brother’s family - a roundtrip airline ticket on SouthWest Airlines.
Even though I doubted the possibility, I anxiously checked the website to see if SW flew to
Nassau. They did, having recently added the route for seasonal flights. Lucky me!More Chance?
I wrote a few emails back and forth with my friend who mentioned the yoga retreat in the first
place. She spoke of the specialness of the place, and knowing that the airfare was taken care of,
things were falling into place. Within a few hours, I had registered for the Ayurveda Conference
in mid-January, reserved my room for a week, and booked my flight to the Sivananda Ashram
Yoga Retreat in the Bahamas. I had never heard of Sivananda yoga, had no idea what an
ashram was, and had never been on a yoga retreat. I was going alone, and the only available
space was a shared bedroom with a community bathroom. I did no usual Google search to
compare other places and prices, nor the usual querying of friends and family. This was quite
unlike me. I was not someone who leaped without doing due diligence. Yet, somehow I was
compelled to make this spontaneous decision, and even more surprising was how good I felt
about it. I held off turning in my application for the teacher training at my local yoga studio. I had
until the end of January to register, and the excitement of this new possibility was taking my full
attention.When I arrived at the ashram on Paradise Island, I was filled with anticipation and
wonder at the ease with which this trip had materialized. After a delicious dinner and meeting a
few other vacationers, I made my way to my room. I barely finished unpacking in time to go to the
satsang (morning and evening gatherings for meditation, chanting and lectures) - but I did make
it, and to tell you the truth, I had no idea what was happening on that first night.Arriving at the
large, open-on-the-sides platform where satsang was held, I saw that most people sat cross-
legged on cushions on the floor, while others sat in chairs along the side. There were large
pictures of what I learned eventually were deities and the founders of the Ashram, as well as
other yogis. The pictures were hung on brightly colored, material-draped walls at the front. There
was also an altar with small statues and flowers. The look of it seemed very strange to me.I
learned that ‘satsang’ was the Sanskrit word meaning ‘in the company of truth’. Satsangs



brought together all those at the ashram for meditation, chanting, spiritual teachings and
lectures. That first night, after meditation, 300 or more people chanted Jaya Ganesha (the
opening chant or prayer done at every satsang) with Hare Krishna chanting infused throughout,
accompanied by the harmonium, tambourines, small drums, clapping, and small cymbals.I
closed my eyes and thought, “Hare Krishna????” “WHAT am I doing in a place like this?”I kept
picturing the Hare Krishnas at the airport, in their long robes, with shaved heads and braided
strips down the center of their heads, handing out leaflets with smiles on their faces.“I feel like a
fish out of water, with darkness hiding much of the property until morning. And the satsang
chants were unfamiliar and foreign sounding to me ....I consciously noted my judging of the
shrine and large dedication photos to founding yogis, and then chanting of Hari Krishna, with
people clapping and playing various instruments all around the room - was really
uncomfortable.” (Jan 15 journal entry).With eyes closed during the entire chant - and it is a long
chant - I kept repeating over and over, ‘stay open, don’t judge’, ‘stay open, don’t judge’, ‘stay
open, don’t judge’, ‘it’s only a week’, stay open, don’t judge’.“Still uneasy about the strangeness
of satsang the evening before and worried about not hearing the wakeup bell, I slept lightly but
comfortably, the first night. I had the room to myself, which was a nice bonus - though a
roommate could arrive any day...The bell is quite loud and near to my area of rooms - so I heard
it no problem.5:30 am is really early, but I am determined to experience the full yoga retreat
offerings.25 minutes of silent meditation after the prior night of sitting yogi style, or trying to, for 2
hours, was tough at 6 am in the dark of the early morning. But, I survived and kept lifting my
chest in inhalations to sit straight.Then chanting that same chant as last night and a few others
and then an interesting lecture - all BEFORE 8 am.It rained on and off throughout the day, so
yoga could not be done on the beach platform. It was lovely to hear, see, smell the rain while we
did our poses.I attended 2 yoga classes, two workshops that had yoga and lecture combined in
each, went on an 11 am tour of the ashram and barely fit in a shower - was busy all day.” (Jan
16).By the second night, in satsang, I kept my eyes open and found myself swaying a little to the
chanting of Jaya Ganesha.By the third morning, I had read all of the translations and realized
that the chant basically praised God in many names, from Krishna to Jesus to Buddha to
Mohammed and more. I didn’t know much about the deity names like Ganesha, Saraswati, Siva
or Rama, but from what I read, I understood that the chant was joyful and all about devotion to
God.“A little easier to get up this morning - sitting is still tough and feeling stiff this morning. 8 am
yoga on inner water platform was fun and lovely - sun shone through palm tree’d blue skies. The
yoga instructor was amazing and all my kinks were gone as the class ended...I met some nice,
new people...I was starting to learn the opening chant and could mimic back some of the
phrases quite easily. By the evening satsang, I was starting to listen to and find the opening
chant less foreign. I noticed more of the enjoyment of others chanting, rather than critiquing the
experience.Looking forward to start of the conference tomorrow evening and booked an
Ayurveda massage treatment Shirodhara with hot oil - should be relaxing and a new
experience.” (Jan 17).The first three nights I was there, the evening satsangs provided beautiful



music as part of the Spiritual Music Festival, and included an incredible Iranian singer, a lively
Christian Gospel singer, and a Rabbi who led Jewish chants. “Unity in diversity” is a major belief
at the ashram, and I found the different types of music quite interesting and enjoyable. The
quality of the programs was excellent.One of the women I met on the first night was leaving the
Ashram midweek, and she asked if I had a business card so that we could keep in touch. When I
handed her my card, she immediately noted that the beaches on my card looked like the
Bahamas. Not having paid much thought to my business cards background photo until then, I
looked closer, and sure enough, it certainly appeared to be our Paradise Island beachfront -
amazing!Another incidence of Chance?The Ayurveda conference and week at the ashram went
by quickly. I felt refreshed, invigorated and relaxed all at the same time.“The beautiful weather
made for a lovely day - water was multi-shades of blue - just beautiful. I feel peaceful and
engaged and relaxed as I am getting better acclimated to schedules and locations of things and
yoga routines - food is very much to my liking, but I’m hoping to relax my appetite a bit - not
accustomed to the ravenous feeling since I began the vegetarian diet changes - and so much
yoga and pranayama breathing contribute to the hunger I think, plus the 2 meals a day - all a bit
different to adjust to.” (Jan 18).“Walk on the beach meditation was amazing - peaceful and
beautiful - my favorite satsang of the week.Relaxing hot oil treatment and massage with Kaddha
was wonderful and felt so nice.Met more new people and a roommate arrived today - Susan
from Michigan.” (Jan 19).“Susan is lovely and fun to have a roommate.” (Jan 20).I’m not sure why
or how it happened, but by the end of the week I was happily chanting along during satsangs
and loving every minute of it. It felt so nice to have the constant presence and naturally flowing
songs of God as a daily part of this life. There was nothing conscious about what was happening
and how I felt. Somehow the yoga shook something up, deep inside me. And it felt good.“The
time has come for me to leave this beautiful place. My spirit, body and mind have been
nourished and strengthened. The ocean feeds my senses in an amazingly peaceful and yet
powerful way.The Ayurveda Conference speakers inspired me and further ignited my interest in
the art and science of life that is Ayurveda. The yoga teachers have been skilled and patient. My
practice has grown and balance is strengthened. I’ve learned so much with nearly 4 hours of
yoga practice a day, and I’ve loved it! Today, in the headstand workshop, with Ambika, I learned
the headstand with no need for a wall.As I sit writing this, I am breathing in the last moments of
loveliness and a young woman is playing a ukulele and singing on the beach front. The ocean
breeze is blowing my hair, and the beauty of the colors of water and nature are all around
me.One last walk on the beach and then the journey homeward. I know I will be back here - I
Love it and how I feel :) Om.” (Jan 22).While flying back to Chicago, I decided to do my teacher
training at Sivananda Ashram Yoga Retreat. I didn’t know when, but I knew I’d be back there. The
first morning after the trip, full of enthusiasm, I began researching my return right away. There
was a teacher training that would begin on February 4. I called the ashram to see if there were
any private tent huts left and if I could register for the course, but there was only one tent hut left
and they would not hold a course space for me until I had my flight booked. When I then checked



the flights, they did not prove easy to book - no flights on SouthWest, with holiday season past
and prices on other airlines had increased substantially.Things were not flowing easily, like the
last time. So, for once, I decided to let it go, do nothing, meditated a bit on the ashram and just
waited.The idea of doing a yearlong Ayurveda study in the controlled environment of the ashram
came after several days of this new approach of meditating, clearing my mind, not pushing, and
just letting it be. One morning I awoke with my brain flooded with possibility. I found that I was
consumed with sharing more about Ayurveda with everyone. The wonders of the science
seemed so amazing and simple to me, that I felt like I needed to investigate as deeply as I could
and share whatever helped me with others. The concept in my head was clear and fully
developed, as though I’d been working on it for weeks - and of course, I hadn’t.My idea was to
take an initial complete physical inventory, including eye exams, using Western scientific
methods, plus do an Ayurvedic assessment. I’d then track progress, take monthly photos,
journal daily, blog about the experience each week and collaborate on the writing of a book,
showing the results at the end. I also was inspired to take yoga teacher training and training in
Ayurveda as part of the year-long plan. I realized that I was a beginner yogi and would be
relatable to the mass population. I thought, “I’d want to read a story about someone doing this
project for a year.”For the study, I would follow all the directives of the Ayurvedic expert in an
effort to see “What is Possible?” for a mainstream American woman with a host of typical health
issues like sleep deprivation, addiction to strong coffee, digestive problems, constipation, loss of
hand strength, hearing loss, hair loss, scalp cysts, cracked and dry feet, knee problems, neck
stiffness, joint issues and more.I wrote an email note to Karta Purkh Singh Khalsa (KP), who was
one of the presenters at the Ayurveda Conference in the Bahamas. There had been hundreds of
people in his evening talks and 50 or more in his workshops. He didn’t know who I was, and
certainly wouldn’t know my email address. I knew it was a long shot. As an internationally
recognized speaker and expert, best case scenario in my mind was that I might hear from him in
a couple of weeks .Yet I heard back from KP’s office the very next morning.More Chance?The
note said KP was intrigued. An initial meeting was set up with his assistant Sat Pavan, and then I
completed the writing of my proposal and sent it directly to KP. A meeting was scheduled with
him via phone, and within weeks, KP had agreed to collaborate on the project.“My insides are
dancing and my heart feels warm! There is an actual tingly sensation that I feel in my skin. I am
crazy excited over the new adventure that is now full speed ahead in the planning mode. Yay!!
The meeting today with KP Khalsa confirmed our collaboration and his full support of my
proposal to live a year Ayurvedically at the Sivananda Ashram Yoga Retreat with him as my
guide throughout the journey....What an extraordinary day!” (February 12)Next, I reached out to
the Ashram. There is a Karma Yoga Immersion Program that involves contributing service to the
Ashram for 6-7 hours per day for a minimum of 3 months, with tent accommodations, food, yoga
and attendance at satsangs provided at no charge. There was no mention of the possibility of a
year long stay on the website. However, when I spoke to Rukmini, a senior staff member of the
Ashram, she said they needed someone to work in the marketing department, preferably on a



more permanent basis than the standard three-month stay. Once she was sure that I really
wanted to experience the Karma Yoga (selfless service) and seriously devote myself to a year of
life in an Ashram, she welcomed me. The timing was uncanny, as I would be needed on May 1st
for training before she, who would be my supervisor, left for 6 months to go to Israel.It just so
happens that my background was in marketing and communications -More Chance?I had just
enough time to provide the required 60-day notice of my departure to my landlord. When I
signed my lease the prior July, not knowing why and without any plans to move, I had asked my
landlord if it would be ok with him to include the possibility of an early termination of my lease. It
was agreed that, if I gave 60 days notice, the lease could be terminated up to three months early.
April 30th was the soonest I could end my lease without penalty. How perfect was that?!Another
Chance happening?I spent the next two months preparing for the trip, giving away and selling all
my furniture and condensing my belongings to about a dozen boxes and some hanging clothes
that my mom graciously allowed me to store at her home in the suburbs of Chicago.Next, I
reached out to Banyan Botanicals to see if they would be willing to provide me with herbs and
supplements in support of the project. It wasn’t an immediate answer, as they had a process to
go through in considering such a request, but after a couple of weeks, they said Yes! They
provided the first six months of product to launch me, and then gave me 50% discounts on the
remaining purchases I made. They even signed up and followed my blog throughout the
year.The flow of everything seemed so natural and easy.Or mere Chance?My son, daughter-in-
law and my little 10 month-old grand-baby moved to another state two weeks before I left for the
Ashram and took some of my bigger furniture pieces for their new home. I was delighted about
the furniture, and their moving seemed much less difficult for me with my own adventure in the
planning stages.Chance?My daughter and her family, who live in London, were able to visit a
week before I left for the Bahamas, as my daughter had a business trip come up in Chicago. And
her baby - my other grand daughter - would have her 1st birthday in September which, as it
turned out, was perfect timing for me to travel to London. 90 day Visa permits are the limit in the
Bahamas. Re-entry to the country after a few days’ departure was the routine for those of us
staying longer than three months, and my grand-daughter’s birthday would coincide perfectly
with my Visa trip.More Chance?
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Lakshmi Cynthia, “A Truth to behold and is told........ A true story about one women's journey of
what's possible. An inspiration to follow, act and trust on the instincts of your heart. If you are
seeking an alternative change in health, spirituality and peace of mind, Padmavati's story will
encourage you to dive into Yoga and Ayurveda. The union and sister sciences that also
transformed my life.”

karen maloney, “Enlightening and Authentic. In a voice that is wonderfully clear, authentic, and
engaging, Mary Roberts beautifully records and comments on her one-year journey to healing
by exploring  Ayurveda and Yoga. I read it all in one sitting”

Recondo, “A brave journey into change. I don’t do yoga. I pay less attention to health or diet than
many people I know, yet I find this book compelling. It is about change, and the bravery required
to take it on. The author lays it out, from the compounding burden of her health problems, to the
willingness to do something unique about it, and learn firsthand what is possible through yoga
and an Ayurvedic lifestyle. The influences of religion, friends, and personal feedback come
clearly down to decisions, responses to chance, and the freedom to bravely go where she has
not been before. Leaving what many would consider a normal and prosperous lifestyle in
Chicago, a city she loved, to move to the beach in the Bahamas in a tent with trust and
openness, is what is laid out in this book. It is written in a revealing, personally open, and
intriguing way. You may not end up changing your life in this way, but understanding what is
possible in taking that leap of faith into what is new, different, and foreign is revealing. Something
loving and heartfelt about the human spirit comes through in this book. It is worth reading and
meditating on for any reader with curiosity about living life.”

Wild Abandon, “A compelling Read. A compelling read about an older woman’s adventure to live
in a tent at an ashram. Her insights and shifts are profound! Shares about the dramatic
improvements in health through yoga and ayurveda documented with many side by side
comparison photos.  A well written book.”

sundari Sandee, “perseverance. The bravery as well as the struggle that Padmavati displays
through her emotional ups and downs at an entirely new way of living is clearly evident. She lays
everything out on the line and explains her deepest worries (emails!) as she embarks on this
journey of a lifetime. The transformation is felt by the reader as she guides you through every
step of the way to her new existence and how she copes with the physical and emotional
challenges each day brings. This is a clear path of how yoga and ayurveda can bring
longstanding results, as long as we are open to receive.”

Jennie Hastings, “Refining the Details. The thing I like most about this book is that Padmavati



(Mary) lets you into the small details of life, the aspects that are easily glossed over in our fast-
paced, achievement-oriented lives. Things like judgmental or repetitive thoughts and having to
get up in the middle of the night to use the bathroom. Through her story it becomes obvious how
much these things do impact our lives. By slowing down, and shining the light of consciousness
on the details, we see how the bigger picture is improved. Thank you for writing this book!”

Jeffrey Moses, “Raw, real, and amazing. This is the uncensored, unfiltered story of a woman
who leaves the life she's always known to go live in a tent in an ashram - at age 61.Reading
about this journey is incredible. The before and after photos of the physical health changes are
amazing. This is the perfect inspirational story for anyone who knows there's more to life than the
"rat race."Love this book. Beautifully written. Highly recommend.”

Susan Pitrak, “Enlightening and Humbling Experience. This book can reach your soul, makes
you re-evaluate your own life and what it is, what it has been and what is yet to be. Just by
changing your lifestyle to become healthier and stronger in mind and body. I do attend Yoga
classes and the peace and fulfillment you obtain, brings you to a happier, healthier being. The
author has experience it all first hand and continues to grow in strength and wisdom. A must
read!”

The book by Mary Roberts has a rating of  5 out of 4.2. 15 people have provided feedback.
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